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Welcome to the next issue of our Carinya Newsletter. In this issue we
would like to share with you again some of the fun times we have been
having regardless of the virus that seems to have impacted so many in
such different ways across our great land. We will acknowledge the
length of tenure of staff who have chosen to be part of our Carinya
family, celebrate a milestone for one of our residents and say a farewell to
a staff member who dedicated her years with us to support and care for
those who reside with us.
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Thanks for choosing E-Version
Thank-you to supporters of our quest
to reduce costs by choosing the
e-version of the Newsletter. If you too
would like to receive your Newsletter
this way, just send your name and
email address to:

One very special week that we celebrated was during the month of
August—Seniors Week—15th August until 23rd August. At Carinya, we
absolutely believe in celebrating our wonderful Seniors who make up our
rather special Carinya community. It’s just this week gave us the
opportunity to be a little more crazy than usual. During Seniors Week,
the activities program consisted of the theme of “Boots, Bling and Hats”.
Activities such as a Cent Sale and High Tea, Non-Olympic games events,
a craft session where masks were made and music events performed by
some of our wonderful volunteers.
Cent Sale
prize table
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Activities Coordinator Leesa
with our always inspirational
volunteer Pat.

Marge and Muriel looking lovely for the
High Tea—Henry joining in too

Chief Executive Officer—CEO
David Osborne
Hello all
Social distancing, hand sanitizing, cough etiquette, and ensuring if we are sick we tell someone. This is
becoming the new “normal” at Carinya and, although not ideal, it is what we embrace and do to ensure that as
a community we stay as safe as possible. The current conditions and restrictions that we operate under change
regularly and quite quickly. These are challenges for all involved - residents; as these changes may be
distressing and affect how they see their loved ones or their daily routines - families; in how they make sure
their connections are maintained and kept strong during these times - staff and volunteers; who need to be
THAT person who reminds everyone of what we can and can’t do as per the latest Government direction. Our
preparations for a potential outbreak continue and the Outbreak Management Team within Carinya, meet
every fortnight to ensure we are in a state of readiness, to fine tune plans and to inform ourselves of new
information or requirements that change. Our stock of PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) is reviewed
regularly and added to as required to ensure we can maintain a safe environment for the first couple of days of
an outbreak until the addition of stocks from the “national stockpile” are received. The Home is maintaining
visiting hours for all days of the week. There are set times that do change from time to time where visitors are
able to enter the Home. The reason for these changes is that the latest Aged Care Direction from the
Queensland Government requires the Home to keep records of all visitors to the Home for a nine-week period.
This includes contact details, evidence of a flu vaccination, temperature checks and other important
information. I thank those staff and volunteers who are able to assist on weekends with time to man the
reception area to allow families to maintain connections with their loved ones.
Carinya is due for an unannounced audit by the Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission. While this is
usually a hectic and pressured time, the auditors will ensure they talk with as many residents and families as
possible about their experience with us and if there are any concerns or complaints. Carinya will notify the
primary contact of each family via email and/or SMS when a visit has commenced and how they can speak
directly with the auditors if they so choose to.
Regular visitors to Carinya will see that we are continuing works to maintain the Home and ensure we
continue to offer facilities that are current, safe, and fit for purpose. At present this includes the refurbishing of
a number of the Jim Chapman Lodge units to provide more space and room for residents to reside
comfortably. Another improvement worth noting is the work of Markus our gardener. Over the last three
months Markus has really embraced the gardens at Carinya and his efforts are plain to see. The presentation of
our green areas are stunning at present and this will grow as he continues to wave his green thumb around
different areas of the Home. If you see Markus while visiting don’t hesitate to say hi and have a chat to him
about his projects.
Thank you again to all the families and friends who are able to maintain connections with our residents, your
loved ones. This is so important and appreciated whether it be a visit in person, a phone or video call, a letter
or email that we can print out. The effort may not always be big but the effect definitely is.
Finally, as a person much wiser than myself once said,

they may not remember everything you say to them, or everything you do for
them, but they will remember the way you made them feel”.
“

All the best
David Osborne

CEO

.

Director of Care—DoC
Robyn Brady
It is interesting times at Carinya and in the wider community learning to live with
COVID-19 on our doorstep. We have all had to find different ways to engage with each,
whilst keeping us all safe at the same time. DOC message this quarter is focussed on
our workforce, training and COVID preparedness.
Since the Queensland Government declared a Public Health Emergency on 29th January
2020, Queensland’s Chief Health Officer; Dr Jeannette Young has issued ten Residential Care Facilities Aged
Care Direction(s). The Direction is updated as new information comes to hand with the latest issued on the
11th September 2020. Note the link below to access the latest information.
https://www.qld.gov.au/health/conditions/health-alerts/coronavirus-covid-19/current-status/public-healthdirections/aged-care
For our residents, it has curtailed and changed a number of social activities that we enjoyed on a daily basis
prior to March. Social distancing has meant no more bus trips, yet we have adjusted to bingo, golf and dining
with 1.5 metre distancing. It has made hearing conversations with your fellow diners at your table a lot easier.
The use of technology to have Facetime, Zoom and/or Skype meetings for families and for education to our
staff has been positive. As with any outbreak, our infection control process is tested and never more so than in
a pandemic, where treatment is predominantly supportive as work continues on the development of a vaccine.
Carinya has, and continues to liaise with our GPs, Infection Control experts at Atherton District Hospital,
Cairns Base and Townsville Tropical Public Health. Numerous requests for information are sent through by
the Aged Care, Safety and Quality Commission, Public Health Unit and LASA all asking about our state of
preparedness. Training has focussed on the donning and doffing of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE),
hand hygiene, cleaning, isolation procedures and knowing the chain of command and what to do if there is a
first positive case in the facility. Carinya have “outbreak” plans for all areas including hospitality,
maintenance, administration and nursing. Over the past three months Carinya has actively recruited two
additional carer and activities positions, as well as additional hospitality staff to allow for the extra cleaning, to
provide 1 on 1 activities with residents, and to cover sick leave for those staff members who are swabbed as a
result of Carinya being hypervigilant, having a low threshold toward testing, so residents and fellow
employees are kept safe and well.
Examples of how we’ve ensured our residents stay
connected to their loved ones.

Anna talking with family also
Pat and Bob talking with family via Messenger

Cheers
Robyn Brady DOC

News from Hospitality Services Coordinator
Thor Bouttell
Just recently we had the opportunity to make some changes to the Walsh Court servery in KWL. In the past
the noise that was generated because of the clearing away and washing up of dishes after meals was reflected
into the dining area where residents and staff were trying to watch TV or partake in some activity.
We were able to completely transform the servery by building in a brand-new Bain Marie for food service as
well as new cupboards and drawers including a roller shutter which can roll down to completely enclose the
space and reduce the impact of the noise.
The resident and staff feedback had been very positive. Some of the comments and feedback has been:
• Huge noise reduction resulting in more pleasant and useable activity area in adjacent Dining and living
rooms of Walsh Court.
• Aesthetically – neater appearance once service is over and the roller door is closed – provision for an artistic mural – design in progress.
• Creates a very pleasant atmosphere at meal time in the dining room with the extra lighting on over the
servery, which would encourage people to eat more independently.
It is a great result and I would like to thank the residents and staff for their patience during the fit out.

Regards
Thor Bouttell
Hospitality Services Coordinator

Thors “Fun Food Facts” - Did you know
that the most stolen food in the world is
“CHEESE” . Around 4% of ALL the
cheese made
in the world gets stolen.
There is even a black
market for stolen cheeses.

Volunteers Coordinator
Chris Bourke
We continue to navigate through these challenging COVID-19 restrictions, and are
grateful for the loyalty and support of our fantastic volunteers. Volunteers are people who
give of their time, skills and energies in service to Carinya for no monetary reward. They
represent a significant resource, and extend and reinforce the work of paid staff. As
volunteers you are in a special position. You have chosen to work with people. That
involves respecting their rights and wishes, not doing for them but doing with them. With
their permission, we can help them live their lives in the way that they have defined it themselves. How they
live their lives is their choice, our choice is to accompany them on part of that journey.
In this issue of the Newsletter, we would like to welcome our new volunteers and we trust that they will enjoy
their time becoming a part of our Carinya family.

Tricia Jorgenson

Truan Britts

Pam Hall
Also in this issue we would like to extend a very special thanks to the following volunteers:

Pat Gillespie for her interesting talk and showing of a DVD of her Kokoda walk. Pat is always
inspiring.

A big thank you to Carolyn Alcorn and Pauline Kriesel who brought in their sewing machines and
assisted residents to make masks as a precautionary preparation for any COVID or Influenza
out breaks.

Many thanks to Alison Doull for her beautiful posters she has made for our various functions. They
have all been so great and this has certainly saved time and made Activity Coordinator jobs easier.

Gary and Pauline Kriesel, thank you both for making every Wednesday fun for all the residents who join
us in playing Mini Golf. Your input and enthusiasm makes the morning so enjoyable.

Thank you to Paul Strike for going above and beyond for our residents. Your walks and talks mean so
much and especially for your extended time in transporting residents. Everything you do makes such a
difference here at Carinya.

A sincere thanks to Paul Newman, volunteering to drive a resident for a day trip to his farm. An
important day for the resident. Thank you so much.
Not withstanding, a very sincere thank you to all the volunteers who have chosen to continue to assist.
Following the same strict guidelines that all staff need to abide by. We appreciate your time and energy
during these challenging times and thank you all for assisting staff to keep our residents busy and safe,
ensuring their mental wellbeing, which has been another priority during these times.

Can you help?
If you feel you have the time and would like to contribute by volunteering, please feel free to contact Carinya
on 40912177. You will enjoy the personal rewards and self-satisfaction that comes with volunteering. All
visitors to Carinya Home including volunteers, are now required to have the Flu vaccination. This has been a
government direction for the well-being of the residents in all Aged Care facilities.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assisting with Activities in all areas
Assisting with morning teas
Assisting with mealtimes
Visiting, talking & walking
Musicians
Basically if you have a passion (Art, Craft, Cars, Pets or Music) we would
love to welcome you.

Chris Bourke
Volunteers Coordinator

CHRIS

DEBBIE

KYM

LEESA

MICHELLE

ACTIVITY COORDINATION TEAM

“around the grounds”
During the month of July, Carinya celebrated , what would normally have been, pre-COVID, the Atherton
Show, beginning the week of the 6th July. The Activities team hunted and gathered from all over the local
countryside and through the generosity of some of our residents, to display the usual collection that you could
expect to see at the local show. Displays such as craft, flowers, produce, art and memorabilia were there for
all to see. Most of the art had been created by our talented residents. We even had visits from some well
dressed animals to reinforce the theme. Obviously again with COVID we were not able to open the event up
to families and the public to enjoy but we made sure our residents got the full Show experience, fairy floss,
show bags and all.

ACTIVITY COORDINATION TEAM

“around the grounds”
In keeping with the theme for Show Week, we also put on an Art Exhibition to show off the creativity of
some of our residents who enjoy an art session weekly. This was planned for earlier in the year but COVID
changed things again. We were thankful to have on the day a visiting local artist, Kerri Redding, who has
been a great support of Carinya’s over the years. Kerri brought along some of her works also to be displayed.
Again due to COVID we were not able to open this display up to families or the public as we normally would
but a lovely afternoon was had by all including canapes and bubbles. What else would you expect to have at
an Art Exhibition? Below is our own local artist extraordinaire Deirdre and the lovely Floie very happy to
show off their passion for their works displayed.

During the month of July still, phew what a month, the world was to celebrate the Olympic Games in Tokyo
but guess what? Yup COVID again put a stop to that but not here at Carinya. We hosted our own NonOlympic Games. Below you can see our Gold Medallist in Mini Golf, Muriel, Marge trying her luck rolling
the dice, and also Henry taking aim in the games between Australia and New Zealand.
The Aussies won of course.

ACTIVITY COORDINATION TEAM

“around the grounds”
French inspired birthday
cake

Bastille Day celebrations for the July
Birthday Morning Tea
Deb taking exercise class in ECL after breakfast—
come on everyone wave those arms.

Below—Des and another of our brilliant volunteers Paul Strike
working together on planting seeds for the vege garden.

With the introduction of extra hygiene
protocols our Bingo resources need to be
cleaned more regularly. Here Maarten is
quite happily helping out sorting the
tokens ready for the next session also
showing off his Blingy Hat during Show
week. Thanks Maarten

ACTIVITY COORDINATION TEAM

“around the grounds”

Irene very focused on her artwork.
Left—Eileen leading the sing-a-long

One of our wonderful
volunteer musicians—Bill
Above—Steph our Physio taking the
group in exercises working up an
appetite for morning tea
**PLEASE NOTE: CURRENT RESTRICTIONS PREVENT ANY VISITORS FROM JOINING IN
ANY ACTIVITY.
IF YOU ARE WISHING TO VISIT PLEASE ARRANGE TO VISIT IN THE
RESIDENTS OWN ROOM OR ENJOY ONE OR OUR MANY OUTDOOR AREAS.
Apologies for any convenience.

Resident & Relatives Meetings
Meetings are held to keep Care Recipients, Families and Visitors informed of upcoming activities, news
about Carinya itself; fundraising or for Residents’ ideas and suggestions to be heard.
Meetings are held at the following times, with the exception of Anzac Day & the Christmas public holiday.
JIM CHAPMAN LODGE (JCL) : Meetings are at 10am on the 1st Tuesday of every month, at the
Combined Birthday Morning Tea.
ENID COLLINS LODGE (ECL) : Meetings are at 9.30am on the 3rd
Tuesday of every 2nd month.
KEVIN WADLEY LODGE (KWL):- Meetings are held at 3.00pm on the last Tuesday of every month

FROM OUR ‘HOME’ TO YOURS—Residents
I REMEMBER WHEN!!!!!!! The importance of reminiscing for the elderly cannot be
underestimated. It’s amazing how quickly life goes by for so many of us. We gather
experiences and memories along the way. But we often forget to take the time to reflect.
We also fail to take the time to listen. The benefits of having the opportunity to reminisce are too numerous
to count.
In this issue we ask some of our residents to do just that, and it was a pleasure to sit and give them the
opportunity to recall some good or not so good memories.







Noreen Knowles—I remember when my father and older brother came home from crocodile shooting
and brought home a “trophy” of a set of croc jaws. They pretended to put me in them. Funny now,
but not so back then.
Rae Wallace—I had a real “buster” off my horse when I was riding to school in grade 1, North
Johnstone School. My brother was sick that day so I had to ride by myself. On the journey to school
Bobby the chestnut fell into a hole on the track and I was thrown over his head and was dazed.
Thankfully Bobby was ok but Mrs Jordon, my teacher who was an ex-nurse called the ambulance.
I’d never seen an ambulance before so things got exciting. I spent a night in hospital but was fine.
Holly Montgomery—I remember when Adam was a “pup”
Don Pike—After Cyclone Larry, I remember we were driving back
from Yungaburra to Atherton and said to my son-in-law, STOP STOP
we are actually inside a rainbow.

SOMETIMES YOU WILL NEVER KNOW THE VALUE OF A MOMENT UNTIL IT BECOMES A MEMORY!!!!
Dr. Suess

Dot proudly showing off her letter
from the Queen.

It was with great pleasure and fun eating cake, fellow residents and staff joined in to celebrate and
acknowledge another amazing achievement. Resident Dorothea Bullpine turned 100 years young in the
month of September. As well as receiving a letter from the Queen, Dot, as she prefers to be known, received
letters of congratulations from the Governor General, the Prime Minister and Bob Katter.

ON THE ‘HOME’ FRONT—from the Staff

We would to take this opportunity to say a sincere thank you and bid a fond farewell to our Clinical Nurse
Consultant (CNC) Helen Fletcher. Helen has been part of Carinya on and off since 2003. Helen’s latest
continuous engagement started in May 2011, initially as an RN, and eventually as a CNC. Helen’s work ethic
and commitment to the residents and loyalty to her fellow colleagues is beyond reproach. Helen’s efforts
have always been outstanding and her ability to communicate effectively with staff, residents and families is a
key strength that will be missed.
Below are a couple of comments when Helen was awarded the service excellence award on various occasions:
* “In recognition of being a conscientious and dedicated worker. Your cheerful, courteous and caring manner
is appreciated by the residents and Carinya sincerely thanks you for a job well done.”
* 2006—”Helen received her award due to her excellent skills as a clinician and is a highly valued member
of the nursing team. Quietly professional, Helen is always responsive to the needs of the residents. She is
patient and understanding and uses her extensive experience and knowledge to deliver the highest standard of
care. These high standards are also reflected in her interaction with staff as she supports and mentors them.
Her pleasant demeanor is a credit to her and an example for all staff.”
* 2012—”Over the past 20 months that I have known Helen this has continued to be demonstrated on a daily
basis. The professional relationships between the resident and their family allow for a free exchange of
information and knowing that the care the resident receives is compassionate, and of a high standard, is
evidence based and always with the resident at the center.
Carinya wishes you well on your next adventure and now you have the time to reflect on your years of nursing
at Carinya, it will be with a touch of sadness but with a lot of laughter, and a heap of gratitude from all the
people you have helped. We certainly wish you well as you move on to the next adventure and the rewards
that will bring.
We would also now like to welcome our new CNC Sue Wealands, from Wagga Wagga, by way of a
quarantine stop-over in Brisbane. Sue has been in a number of senior clinical management roles and was a
member of the team in NSW responsible for integrating care for clients with chronic diseases across hospital
and community settings.
Sue will be a valued member of the Carinya Community and we welcome her to the CNC role. I look forward
to introducing you to Sue and showing her what Carinya offers to our residents and families.

ON THE ‘HOME’ FRONT—from the Staff

MEGAN MILLROY AND SON OF STANLEY
In this issue, we are highlighting another of our dedicated staff
members, Megan Millroy. Megan has been with us at Carinya
since April of 2015, starting as a support staff worker then changed to carer in June of 2019. Megan is now
also part of the Activities Coordinators team on some days.
Our journey began back in July 2013, a Birthday present that I promised to myself! I first met “Son of
Stanley” at an Endurance ride at Wondecla earlier that year. His owner at the time had brought him up, all the
way from Bowen in Central Queensland, to do a 40km Endurance ride. Unfortunately, he vetted out lame as
his owner did not have any shoes on his feet and the terrain in Wondecla is definitely shoe’s on country.
His owner decided, then and there that he was up for sale. I had a ride on him and he did everything I asked
him to do and from there, I was determined that Son of Stanley would be my horse.
They packed up and headed back down to Bowen and I stayed in touch with Peter Graham and eventually, I
paid Stanley off and organized to have him transported from Bowen up to Cairns.
I initially had him adgisted in a paddock in Gordonvale and at the time, I was living in Kewarra Beach so the
travel to and fro to see Stanley was costing me a lot. I found a paddock up at Trinity Beach and he was
content there until the dry season started and he ran out of grass. So my mum said, why don’t you bring him
up to the farm at Lake Barrine. Perfect solution. We decided to sell the house at Kewarra Beach and bought
a small property just a kilometer down the road from my mum’s property where Stanley’s paddock is.
After things settled down and I was able to secure the best job in the world at Carinya Aged Care, and I was
able to concentrate on getting back into the sport of Endurance riding.
Stanley and I had a massive year last year (2019). I still don’t know how I managed to do it as I was studying
to do my Certificate III in Aged Care and completed 3 x 80km Endurance Rides resulting in a swag full of
trophies, a new rug for my champion horse and a few other prizes as well.
I am now qualified as an open rider (no longer a novice) and Stanley is an open Endurance horse. From here,
I just need to get him registered and identified by a vet and then we can go on to do longer rides of 120km and
160km.
Due to the Covid19 restrictions, our rides this year had to be delayed, however, we have completed our first
80km Endurance ride at the start of August 2020 and we are just about to do another 80km ride this weekend!
I hope the Carinya community enjoys reading about my article. I would like to thank Michelle Best for
publishing it in the newsletter.

Well done Megan. All the best for future rides from your Carinya family.

ON THE ‘HOME’ FRONT—from the Staff
As is a regular occurrence here at Carinya, we celebrate and show appreciation for those staff who have
reached a milestone in remaining part of our Carinya family. This quarter, June to September, we would like
to acknowledge those who have reached their 5 years with us.
Claire Tunsted
Eleanore Jenkins
Tina Rainey
Connie Turner
Lisa Jensen
Karran Bong

Carer
Carer
Hospitality
Admin
EN
Carer

In the next issue we will be acknowledging a few staff who will have been with us for 10, 15 & 20 years of
service. It goes without saying though that we appreciate and acknowledge all staff who have chosen to join
and remain with Carinya.

NOTICES
We are excited to announce that for the first time in 2020, we have resumed Choir Practice. Our wonderful
volunteers who have adhered to all new protocols have returned and all the residents have been thrilled to be
returning to some sort of normal. Watch this space for another polished performance in 2021, we hope.

An Irishman arrived at Brisbane Airport and wandered around the terminal with tears
streaming down his cheeks. An airline employee asked him if he was already homesick.
“No” replied the Irishman. “I’ve lost all me luggage.” “How’d that happen?”
“The cork fell out” said the Irishman.
Enclosed please find my donation for:
$5 $10 $20 $50 Other $ ...………………………….
Details for Electronic Payment for Donations are:
Carinya Home for the Aged
BSB 084-512
AC No 82-331-7121
OR please make cheques payable to Carinya Home For The Aged
Name …………………………………………………………………………………………...
Address……………………………………………………………………………………….…
Email Address (optional)……………………………………………………………………….…
……….……………Postcode ………………Telephone…………………………………..

Carinya Home For The Aged, PO Box 522, Atherton 4883.

All donations
of $2 or more
are tax
deductible and
a receipt will be sent to
you.

PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL CLOTHING AND OTHER ITEMS ARE LABELLED BEFORE ENTERING THE HOME.

